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3 (Cutuli) The basic tool of the Grup Especial d’Intervenció is the H&K MP5
SMG which is fitted with a special folding ___
4 (Burgreen) The P1 Mk7 frame features an extended beavertail to help
prevent ___ bite
8 (Pazdera) The name ___ was the last invention on the CZ 2075 RAMI ;
initially a temporary designation, became popular and has been on the
pistol ever since
9 (Brown) According to 1936 notes on the Browning Tank Machine Gun,
Cal..30 M1919, E2 and Cal..30, M1919A2, E3 a change in pivot pins was
made “to eliminate ___"
11 (Grocox) The Uk-59 features a very unique belt which allows for ___through feeding of the rimmed 7.62x54R round
13 Defense Small ___ Advisory Council
15 (Brown) The IDF modified both one piece and two piece front barrel
bearings on the M1919A4s; commonly called “boosters" and “booster ___”
19 (Shea) The Vallerand Magazine Identification Guide divides itself into three
basic categories; pistol caliber, rifle caliber, and ___ caliber
20 (Burgreen) The Norinco Type 86S design departs slightly from the AK-47
operating mechanism with the exception of a connecting rod between the
___ and sear
23 (Iannamico) The British Lanchester Machine Carbine was copied from the
German MP28 II ___ gun
24 (Heidler) The model T39 used with the rifle M1903 was the USA's grenade
launcher ___
27 (Erenfeicht) Finnish soldiers dubbed ___ bottles used on tanks “Molotov
cocktails"
28 (Bartocci) The L15 Competition rifle is designed for ___, and balance
29 (Campbell) The Beretta 1934 became the standard issue of the ___ Army

1 (Huon) The M1912 Steyr pistol was renamed ___ 12 (ö), after conversion
to 9mm Parabellum (9x19)
2 (Trevithick) “Opposing Force” or OP__
5 (Campbell) the Springfield Champion .45 caliber pistol has origins in the
U.S. ___ Officer’s Model
6 (Iannamico ) The first .45 caliber De Lisle carbine prototype used the
barrel from a Thompson submachine gun and receiver from an ___ rifle
7 (Bogdanovic) The Sniper M.1953 bolt has gas vent holes designed to
move hot gases away from the shooter’s face and into the magazine
opening in case of ___ rupture
10 (Olive) Brazils first indigenous submachine gun to reach actual series
manufacture was an ugly duckling: the ___
12 (Rance) The ___ is considered one of the military’s most cost effective,
discriminating fighting machine in the Global War on Terror
13 Armour Piercing Incendiary(abbr)
14 (Haland) The Glock GEN4 ___ back strap system allows the user to
change the circumference of the grip
16 (Roxby) The M14 is known as the last ___ and wood battle rifle
17 (Campbell) The greatest improvements of the Remington R1 over the GI
1911A1 is found in the ___; the R1 features high profile 3 dot ___
18 (Campbell) The original Mauser HSC featured a nice blue finish and ___
grips
21 (Dabbs) The Machinenpistole 5 began life as the HK-54 in promotional
literature and was adapted from the roller-locked G-3 ___ rifle
22 (Nadel) Rossignol's Direct Gas Impingement has a lengthened gas tube
and and used the bolt carrier as the ___
25 (Tomic) The one shared difference in the Kommer semiautomatic pistols
Models 1, 2 and 3 is ___ size
26 Military Observation Team (abbr)

